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Executive Summary
In the following pages you have an opportunity to hear the voices of Eastern Shelburne County
participants who were involved in ACTIVATING CHANGE TOGETHER FOR COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY (ACT FOR
CFS), a five‐year participatory action research project of the Food Action Research Center (FoodARC)
and Nova Scotia Food Security Network. As part of ACT for CFS, a Participatory Community Food
Security Assessment was undertaken in Eastern Shelburne County as well as in three other
communities representing both rural and urban areas and diverse aspects of food systems in Nova
Scotia. The assessments, which used a rigorous mixed methods participatory research approach,
allowed communities to gather both quantitative (numbers) and qualitative data (ideas, opinions and
experiences) to develop an overall picture of community food security; helped us understand what the
needs and opportunities are to build community food security; as well as what is and isn’t working;
and what policies could be changed to strengthen community food security in Nova Scotia.
This report outlines the research project, its goals and objectives, the methodology used, the
indicators measured and methods utilized, and finally offers community‐focused results and
recommendations.
The findings from the various qualitative research methods and inventories captured themes around
the following:
 Opportunities to build community food security
 The realities of community food security
 Connections and relationships
 Concerns surrounding regulations, government and infrastructure
 Local, fresh food
 Growing your own
 Physical accessibility
 Vulnerable populations in our community and the challenges facing them
 Band‐aid solutions
Two additional research indicators – conditions that support breastfeeding and our unique indicator
related to the lobster fishing industry ‐ were examined in detail by community researchers. The
findings from these detailed indicators are included in separate individual reports. The lobster fishing
industry report can be found at http://foodarc.ca/ourlobster‐ourcommunities. The Eastern Shelburne
County breastfeeding report is forthcoming and will be available at http://foodarc.ca/results‐
publications.
Findings that relate to mapping (and spatial analysis) and participatory food costing conducted will
also be available online in separate reports: http://foodarc.ca/results‐publications.
The final section of this report provides recommendations to improve community food security.
These are laid out as solution‐focused in which everyone has a role to play including individuals,
government, community, education, and businesses and producers.
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Activating Change Together for Community Food Security (ACT for CFS)
The Community University Research Alliance, Activating Change Together for Community Food
Security (ACT for CFS), is a five‐year participatory action research project that aims to enhance
community food security for Nova Scotia (NS) and beyond.
Many Nova Scotians simply cannot afford a nutritious diet, and our once vibrant fishing and farming
sectors are facing crises. Community food security matters because it is connected to our health and
well‐being, our quality of life, and the vitality of our communities.
Through the involvement of over 70 university, government, and community partners, the ACT for CFS
team co‐led by Dr. Patty Williams (FoodARC, Mount Saint Vincent University) and Christine Johnson
(Nova Scotia Food Security Network) is building an understanding of community food security;
exploring how policies impact community food security in NS; and is building skills, capacity, and
action plans to support policy change at many levels to create the conditions for community food
security. This research has been made possible by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council (SSHRC) and is part of a Community University Research Alliance (CURA).
Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology
Participatory Action Research is a community‐driven, inclusive approach to research that supports
those affected by the issue being studied, working with others who have a stake in the issue, to create
positive change in their communities.
In participatory action research, all aspects of the research process are carried out by and with
communities. Participatory action research differs from traditional research because it is not based on
relationships of “experts” and “subjects.” Rather, it creates new understanding and knowledge
through mutual learning and collaboration that involves many, diverse perspectives and valuing
different ways of knowing. It is a cycle of research (for the purpose of education), taking action
(creating social change), and reflecting on action to build new understanding.
We spoke with 88 people in Eastern Shelburne County throughout the data collection phase of the
project. The findings of this research reflect their experiences and perspectives. A wide range of
people were involved in the research including representing a purposeful sample of our population.
Overall Project Goals and Objectives
ACT for CFS partners aim to strengthen the capacity of individuals and communities to affect policy
change by engaging people in dialogue and training, and creating education and policy tools to help
create the conditions for community food security. Three over‐arching research questions guide the
work, including:
1. Learning about and better understanding community food security;
2. Learning how to build capacity to improve community food security through policy
change;
3. Learning how the process of working together could help build community food
security.
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As one of several initiatives undertaken by ACT for CFS to better understand community food security,
the project partners conducted Participatory Community Food Security Assessments in four case
communities, representing diverse aspects of food systems and rural and urban areas in Nova Scotia.
These assessments allow communities to gather information to develop an overall picture of
community food security; help us understand what the needs and opportunities are to build
community food security; as well as what is and isn’t working; and what policies could be changed to
strengthen community food security in Nova Scotia. Eastern Shelburne County was successful in being
chosen as one of the four case communities to conduct these assessments.
So, what is Community Food Security?
There are many different definitions of community food security. Our vision of community food
security in Nova Scotia means that:
Everyone has access to enough affordable, healthy, and culturally appropriate food,
produced in socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable ways. It is about
creating healthy, vibrant communities where there is community self‐reliance, local decision
making and social justice for everyone. It is about food security for all and sustainably within
food systems through long‐term and holistic approaches.

How Eastern Shelburne County became a case community for the research
In December, 2010, ACT for CFS partners invited all community partners throughout the province to
express interest in hosting a Participatory Community Food Security Assessment. The Tri County Local
Food Network (TCLFN) submitted a letter of interest to host the community assessment for Eastern
Shelburne County. TCLFN is a grass roots group formed to build and support a sustainable, healthy,
local food system that is accessible to all through action, education, advocacy, and relationship
building. www.tricountylocalfoodnetwork.ca
The assessments were led by a partnership of our local organizations and community volunteers and
undertaken in partnership with university partners. The goal was to better understand what the needs
and opportunities are for community food security in Eastern Shelburne County. This allows us to
paint a picture of community food security here in Eastern Shelburne County, and along with the
assessments from the other three Case Communities, paint a picture of Nova Scotia as a province.
The four communities selected were:
1. Eastern Shelburne County (Lockeport and Shelburne town & municipalities)
2. Northeastern Kings County
3. Pictou County
4. Spryfield (Halifax)
The Eastern Shelburne County organizations, that formed what we call the “Shelburne SEEDS”, is
made up of representatives from Public Health, Tri County Women’s Centre, South Shore Family
Resource Centre, Women’s Fishnet, Tri County Local Food Network, Municipality of the District of
Shelburne and citizen volunteers.
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On June 20, 2011 Public Health, along with community partners, hosted a community wide meeting in
Jordan Falls. The “What Do You Think of Food” gathering was attended by 48 representatives of local
organizations who had an interest in Community Food Security. We came together to discuss ways to
envision ourselves participating in the ACT for CFS research being led by FoodARC at Mount Saint
Vincent University and the Nova Scotia Food Security Network.
This engaged group of people were among over 70 interviews/conversations held across the province,
conducted from October 2011 to January 2012. These interviews helped to design appropriate
indicators of community food security for our community.
Research methods, indicators and data analysis
A rigorous mixed methods participatory research approach was applied to the data collection, analysis
and integration of qualitative and quantitative data on community food security. Eight different
research methods were used to collect data on 10 indicators relating to community food security in all
four communities. Each community also had the opportunity to conduct research on a unique
indicator important to understanding community food security in the province; Eastern Shelburne
County partners choose to examine the lobster industry using Participatory Video.
Qualitative Methods
The qualitative methods used in this project include interviews, focus groups, Storysharing sessions,
Photovoice, surveys, and Participatory Video. Some methods were used multiple times to support
different indicators.
We spoke to a variety of community members, including:
 General public;
 Those involved with gardening, farming, fishing, food distribution and food retail;
 Individuals vulnerable to food insecurity;
 Mothers about their experiences with breastfeeding; and
 Service providers from local community groups, health services, non‐profit organizations, and
schools.
It’s important to remember that the results of this research reflect a particular time and place, who
and how many people participated, and what we asked them.
The table below provides a summary of the qualitative methods used to understand the various
indicators of community food security.
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METHOD

INDICATOR

PURPOSE

Survey – 24 Service Providers

Support for Populations
Vulnerable to Food Insecurity

To identify services and supports in
the community to those at risk of
food insecurity

Focus Group/Interview – 6
participants

Conditions That Support
Breastfeeding

To better understand the social
conditions that support or
discourage breastfeeding

Focus Group – 8 participants

Support for Populations
Vulnerable to Food Insecurity

To identify services and supports
for people vulnerable to food
insecurity and to better
understand their experiences
accessing these services

Interviews – 17 participants

Opportunities and Barriers to
Sell Food Locally

To explore local producer,
processor, distributor, ideas on
infrastructure that supports or
inhibits the strength of our local
food systems

Storysharing – 13 participants

Community Participation in
Food Related Activities

To hear the ways in which people
come together in their
communities around food and how
those connections support food
security

Photovoice – 5 participants

Physical Accessibility of Food
– Availability and Access

To pictorially investigate
transportation to food outlets and
people’s experience with physically
accessing their food

15 Interviews and
Participatory Video

Lobster Fishing in Eastern
Shelburne County

To understand what is happening
in the lobster industry with regards
to price, distribution, regulations
and selling locally
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Quantitative Methods
The quantitative methods used in this project are summarized in the table below and include:
collecting existing information, compiling inventories and Nova Scotia Participatory Food Costing (and
affordability scenarios). Mapping and spatial analysis was also used to integrate quantitative
information to better understand the availability and physical accessibility of food as well as risk of
food insecurity.
METHOD
INDICATOR
PURPOSE
Secondary data/existing
information

Population Demographics &
Measures of Food Insecurity
Risk Factors

To create a profile of risk factors in
Eastern Shelburne County

Inventory ‐ To generate a list
of programs and policies that
support development of
community food initiatives,
co‐ops, community shared
agriculture, etc.
Inventory – To compile a list of
cooking, canning, gardening
workshops, nutrition
education in schools, health
promotion campaigns, etc.
Inventory, Mapping and
Spatial Analysis – Created
interactive Google Maps

Support for Community
Development and
Cooperation including Food
Assistance and Emergency
Food Programs

To create an inventory of local and
provincial organizations providing
community support, development
and cooperation for populations
vulnerable to food insecurity

Programs that Support Food
Education and Skills

To identify the skill building
opportunities in the community
that support Community Food
Security

Availability and Range of Food
Outlets

Inventory – Table of
information of all food
produced in Eastern
Shelburne County, including
type of food produced,
number of farms, and types of
fish
Secondary data: Lobster
Project

Formal Food Production

To map the locations of all known
food outlets in Eastern Shelburne
County including information on
seasonality and wheelchair
accessibility
To understand what local food
resources exist

Food costing‐ Using locally‐
collected data (2012)
collected through the NS
Participatory Food Costing
project, we prepared a

Food Costing and Affordability
Scenarios

Industry Statistics
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To create a list of information on
the fishing industry in terms of
landed quantities, species caught,
value of catch, and license count
To help understand income‐related
food insecurity
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scenario that represents a
segment of the population
vulnerable to food insecurity,
as well as a reference family
of four.
What does this information tell us?
Each indicator and method of data collection represents a single component of the Participatory
Community Food Security Assessment. Combining indicators and mixing different kinds of
information provides a more rigorous and holistic understanding of the different aspects of
community food security and how they are connected. While the findings here represent
perspectives, issues and opportunities for change in Eastern Shelburne County, the ACT for CFS
Making Food Matter: Activating Change Together report (www.makefoodmatter.ca), also holds
significant relevance for this community as well as communities across Nova Scotia at a provincial
level.
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RESULTS

We heard about opportunities
“The universe is abundant, there is enough for everyone and everyone deserves a share. No one
should ever, ever go hungry. It is a shame the amount of food thrown away.” – Community member
From all the participants involved we heard about many current and future opportunities for
community food security in Eastern Shelburne County. These opportunities are threaded throughout
this report, with respect to each category and highlighted in the recommendations section. Some of
broad themes of opportunities include:
 Knowledge sharing/capacity and skill building
 Growing your own food
 Sharing of food
 Transportation
 Developing connections
 Fair wages
 Local food economic development and infrastructure.
The key themes related to opportunities which emerged from our data analysis are presented below
and are highlighted by examples and quotes from the research.
KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND CAPACITY AND SKILL BUILDING
There is a time sensitive element in passing on older community members’ food skills and local
knowledge
Getting back to food basics is a way to bridge the generational gap
Farmers markets and community food events provide community members opportunity to talk and
learn from one another
There is opportunity to build on existing education programs for all age levels
LOCAL FOOD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Restaurants and grocery stores are interested in having more local food for sale and having access to
more local food
The development of local food infrastructure like community gardens, root cellars, community
kitchens, food co‐ops are all potential opportunities to improve community food security
Food processing and value‐added products are both avenues of community and economic
development and opportunity locally
“I wish we would have more [local food] overall in Nova Scotia. I think it’s kind of scary that one of our
main staples of life is being kind of just brought in from everywhere else around us. I mean, we
couldn’t even survive on our own anymore, I don’t think – not here.” – Local food producer
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We heard about the realities of community food security
There are many ways people are affected by the realities of community food security. At the
individual level a theme that came up was personal resilience and how that can drive change. For
example, in the quote below a community member describes her own situation and resilience in
overcoming challenge.
“You can’t just sit in your house with blinds closed saying I’m going to starve to death when there are
so many possibilities.” – Community member

In talking with people involved in all aspects of our local food systems – from eaters to producers and
harvesters, many themes came up around what supports and also what takes away from our
community food security in Eastern Shelburne County. These themes help to paint a comprehensive
picture of what community food security looks like in our community and are described below.
SUPPORTS TO COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY
Community based resources: Farmers’ markets, community gardens, community food events.
Programs: Senior’s Meals on Wheels, cooking classes, etc.
Sense of Community: Food sharing, support networks, resiliency, etc.
Access to food: Wild game, significant local fishing industry, u‐picks, etc.
LIMITS TO COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY
Access to food: transportation, grocery store monopolies, geography, cost, etc.
Infrastructure: lack of processing, storage, etc.
Unfair wages and unemployment, etc.
Regulations: food safety, licensing, etc.
Social judgment: stigma around food bank usage, income assistance, vulnerable populations, the
foods we choose, etc.
“A backbone in our community, like our lobster and our fishing industries
and I don't think we emphasize enough on how important it is that we
keep it local and that bigger corporations don't come in and take it all.” –
Community member

Photographer: Emily Swim
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We heard about connections and relationships
“It's easy access – it’s people talking and communicating and getting ideas out there and where to go
and what to do and you know? I mean homesteading and raising your own, doing things local, it’s
definitely a community thing – you have to have people in the community – I’m the only one down
here raising sheep, so I have no one to talk to about it, right?” ‐ Local food producer
Almost all participants talked about the importance of social relationships, networks of support, and
connections in helping with all aspects of community food security. The connections described by
participants fell under two key themes that emerged from the analysis: those related to the local
economy and those that were social in nature.
LOCAL ECONOMY CONNECTIONS
Currently a disconnect between small, local food producers and large food retail corporations
Better partnerships and communication is needed between all players in the food sector (buyers,
producers, distributors, retail, etc)
There is an opportunity to promote local food products through social networks
SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
Food brings people together; helps strengthen and build social relationships, and a sense of
community.
Relationships (organizations, neighbors, friends and family) make us aware of who, when and
where food support is needed; people look after each other
Sharing of knowledge and capacity and skill building
Sharing of food surplus, bartering of food
“See this is what I like about growing your
own food; is it’s like you grow relationships,
you grow friendships and you grow all these
great connections.” – Local food producer

Photographer: Cynthia Perry
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We heard about government, regulations and infrastructure
“We think it [Eastern Shelburne County] could be a great growing area but the infrastructure isn’t
here.” – Entrepreneur
We heard about barriers regarding government regulations and their impact on local producers and
fishers.
CURRENT FOOD SECURITY REGULATIONS, GOVERNMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
BARRIERS
Large corporations are favored over smaller local producers and fishers; policies and opportunities are
not designed to support the small entrepreneur
Inspection, guidelines and certification (i.e., organic, processing, etc.) are expensive and favor larger
businesses and large scale production
Organizational and structural forces burden the local producer and fisher with excessive “red tape”
Smaller local producers in the industries do not have a functioning distribution network, relying on
farmers markets to sell products
Food safety regulations are not supportive of small‐scale producers
Individuals and small producers spoke about not always knowing how to access government services
and information nor do they know all the services that exist
“Every time we turn around there’s more regulations. And it’s always something to do with politics.
It’s one of those things that something stops and five years down the road they realize what they did;
that they realize they screwed up.” ‐ Lobsterman

Photographer: Emily Swim
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We heard about local food
We heard participants say “What is local?” We heard participants define local food differently
including as coming from: Shelburne County, Nova Scotia, the Maritimes, and Canada.
“I think we just need to know where our food is coming from and demand that it comes from
somewhere close as opposed to somewhere far.”‐ Community member
“I think a lot of people are willing to buy local – if it’s available. I do – a lot of people do want to
support their own community if for nothing else than to support their community.”‐ Community
member
Across all the research methods, participants had a keen interest in opportunities for local food and
our local food system, with an overall theme emerging from the research around wanting to have
access to more local, healthy food. Within this overarching theme, many participants discussed the
movement toward becoming more self‐sufficient, wanting to know where your food comes from,
buying more local food, and the opportunity to grow your own.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL FOOD
Offer higher quality, value‐added, and niche market products
Promote novelty or uniqueness of local products
Develop and maintain opportunities that build social connections, and community capacity and
skill building
“I think more people are aware of fresher, healthy foods but it’s hard to say if they will pay the price.”‐
Food retailer

“I just, I wish more people would get into it. Get into the
simpler way of living, and I think then that would take care of
our food problem and it would take care of a lot. I think we all
live beyond our means….but if we got back to the basics, that’s
what really matters.” – Local food producer

Photographer: Lisa Perry
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We heard about growing your own
“The government should definitely be recognizing that growing your own food isn’t just about saving
yourself a buck; it’s about making sure the planet is going to be here for your grandkids and your great
grandkids and fostering all those life skills that seem to be falling by the wayside you know.”‐ Local
food producer
We heard participants say self‐sufficiency with respect to local food production helps to build self‐
reliance, improves health and saves money.
BENEFITS TO GROWING YOUR OWN FOOD
Creates self‐sufficiency
Neighbors who share the food they grow and opportunities for bartering
Reduces reliance on grocery stores
Major health benefits from eating local, fresh food
Access to growing your own food by gardening in your backyard and/or as part of a community
garden
Learning and capacity building in schools and community around growing your own

BARRIERS TO GROWING YOUR OWN FOOD
Land ownership: Not everyone has access to land to grow on
Area not known for agriculture, and we tend to rely on foods produced and shipped from far away
Seasons and climate affect consistency and availability of produce and fish
Risk of initial investments and costs versus return

“I think everyone can plant a little something on a
windowsill somewhere and just start there.” –
Community member

Photographer: Mary Lou Gervais
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We heard about physical accessibility
“For those living in small remote rural communities, a lack of transportation can seriously impact the
ability to obtain fresh, healthy and affordably priced foods.” – Community member
We heard participants say that because we live in rural communities, people face transportation
issues. We heard people talk about many aspects of accessing food including: having your own means
of transportation, childcare, how far people have to travel to purchase food, and costs associated with
any means of travel.
BARRIERS TO PHYSICAL ACCESSIBILITY TO FOOD
Cost of gas and car maintenance
Major grocery store is far away for some
Limited public transportation available
Lack of grocery stores in area creates monopolies
Not everyone has access to a vehicle or a valid driver’s license
SUPPORTS FOR PHYSICAL ACCESSIBILITY TO FOOD
Community public transportation/food delivery options that are available: Sou’West Nova
Transit, Seniors Meals on Wheels, taxi, etc
Strong family and friend networks help to provide rides and bring food to isolated community
members
Hunting, fishing, growing your own food, canning, and preserving
“A lot of people need to rely on neighbours or friends to get them to, to get their basics.”
– Community member

Photographer: Cynthia Perry
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We heard about vulnerable populations in our community and the
challenges facing them
Through the research we learned about various programs and supports available for members of the
community who struggle to get enough healthy food to feed themselves and their families. Some of
the programs and services available at the time of this research included:




food banks – provide both charitable and emergency food assistance
food hampers at Christmas
others…

“Here there is stigma attached to going to the food bank because we live in such a small community
and everybody knows everyone else.” ‐ Community member
We also heard participants speak of pride; the pride of being able to be self‐sufficient and provide for
themselves without relying on programs or services in the community such as food banks and cooking
classes.
Although participants who live with food insecurity discussed numerous challenges they face, below
are some of most common that were voiced.
CURRENT CHALLENGES
The ways in which the challenge of food insecurity has been addressed over the years has
created an expectation and reliance on charitable approaches
Gaps in services and inaccessibility to services (public transportation, isolation, etc).
Cost of food versus available income
Difficulty accessing food banks due to transportation limits, their location, and limited hours
Mental health issues and disability can lead to further challenges
Feelings and stigma associated with the use of charitable food assistance:
Humiliation/embarrassment
Being judged, degraded for using the supports
Begging for food
Lack of choice and dignity in receiving food
“We all have an emotional attachment to food or a reaction
to food or to lack of food. You know it causes stress, it can
cause anxiety.” – Community member
“There are people in these rural communities that have to
decide if they can afford the gas in the vehicle to get to the
store or the groceries when they get to the store.” –
Community member
Photographer: Elizabeth MacKinnon
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We heard about band‐aid solutions
We heard participants talk about the need for an increased investment in longer term solutions that
create self‐reliance and independence and reduce reliance on charitable food assistance that does not
address the root problem and has many well documented problems.
“I find it very disturbing that the assumption is that we need these services and programs to
supplement people rather than providing them with the income that they require in order to maintain
their dignity and not be dependent on the system and the charity of others.” – Community member
“It appears as if food banks and other services are now expected to fill in the gaps. The question must
be asked is that the right way to look at the situation and should we not be providing adequate income
so that these stopgap measures are not required?” – Community member

Below are some examples of the challenges that exist with our current way of dealing with food
insecurity with short‐term solutions.
CHALLENGES WITH CURRENT SHORT‐TERM SOLUTIONS
Problems lie in the system; unless we repair the system, the problem isn’t getting solved
Money for individual and program related food assistance is not the only answer
There are barriers that stop people from going to programs (i.e., hours of service,
transportation, stigma, knowledge that the program exists)
Current supports (i.e., community and school programs, eligibility requirements, etc) are not
always continuous or reliable
“We have in place services to help people with when they are in crisis, but the services that are
required for building capacity and ability and confidence to solve the problem on a long term basis to
meet their everyday needs are not being met.” – Community member

Photographer: Elizabeth MacKinnon
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY
We heard participants name various levels of support needed and areas for action. Many of these
recommendations below are based on what participants voiced as potential solutions. Some of the
recommendations below came from our interpretation and collective understanding of the research
findings and potential solutions to move work forward that builds community food security.

FOR INDIVIDUALS...
 Join the movement toward self‐sufficient food production; grow your own!
 Share or barter surplus or underutilized food with community members (i.e.,
unmarketable fish, garden excess, etc.)
 Promote a stigma and judgement free community around food assistance
 Promote local food products through word of mouth
 Share your food knowledge and skills with others

FOR COMMUNITY...
 Increase community programs on how to grow, cook and preserve our food
 Increase community awareness of available programs and services
 Opportunity for growers, producers, and buyers to work together collaboratively
 Increase awareness of benefits and reasons to buy local
 Explore the possibility of improving the hours of operation and how often food banks
can be accessed to prevent gaps in emergency need
 Enable communities to increase shared gardens and green houses
 Increase advertising, word of mouth and public awareness to promote local foods,
products and Farmers’ markets
 Create co‐operatives or alternate food networks where community members share
extra food or use the bartering system for food or produce
 Support and publicize affordable public transit (i.e., Sou’ West Nova Transit)
 Build on community members’ existing food skills, local knowledge and heritage and
build capacity through intergenerational learning
 Create public car‐pooling and ride sharing
 Promote community members’ use of Farmers’ markets and community food events as
an opportunity to talk and learn from one another
 Engage with the community to build long‐term, non‐emergency solutions.
 As a community strive to collectively understand and create a stigma and judgment‐free
community.
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FOR EDUCATORS...
 Build in and incorporate food education across subject areas (i.e., how to cook and
grow food, grocery shop, and read nutrition labels)
 Encourage schools to access food education opportunities, grants and incentives
 When possible use local food producers

FOR BUSINESSES AND PRODUCERS...
 Make it easier for large food retailers to positively impact our local economy and jobs
by increasing promotion and sales of local produce
 Enable local consumers to access local products through various retail options
 Use positive competition to increase sales at local level
 Shorten consumer’s supply chain
 Strengthen communication and partnerships between lobster buyers and fishermen to
optimize sales
 Develop niche markets and policies that support them
 Develop systems to enable growers to share their surplus with a wider circle
 Develop local policies promoting growing produce and raising livestock
 Partner with Farmers’ markets to sell local lobster

FOR GOVERNMENT...
 Increase financial support and initiatives for smaller businesses and local producers
(i.e., tax breaks)
 Invest in infrastructure for year‐round hothouses and storage facilities to encourage
smaller local producers to produce year‐round
 Create a council or agency to encourage communication between all levels of the food
production industry
 Make food regulations understandable and doable – use and provide clearer
definitions
 Lobby for the development of supportive farming infrastructure
 Use NS Participatory Food Costing food affordability scenarios as basis for
implementing changes in income assistance and minimum wage
 Through government initiatives, build on food knowledge and skill development
around food self‐sufficiency
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